Assessment Kits

CPT-Cognitive Performance Test
Standardized performance-based assessment developed to determine baseline measurements and track changes in global functions over time.
0813-69-099

DLOTCA™
Designed to provide standardized testing procedures and established norms for systematic data collection in cognitive assessment in patients 18 - 69 years old.
0815-65-142

DLOTCA-G™
Designed to provide standardized testing procedures and established norms for systematic data collection in cognitive assessment in patients 70 years or over.
0815-65-159

Supreme Sock Aid
All plastic, non-porous design eliminates wear and tear associated with cloth sock aids and means it is easy to clean with soap and water, with household disinfectant sprays, and can even be placed in the dishwasher making it ideal for institutions where cross contamination may be a concern.
0817-03-370

Hinged Elevated Toilet Seat
Lifts and lowers like a regular toilet seat for easy cleaning.
0810-21-963 Standard
0810-21-971 Elongated

Extra Wide Tall-Ette® Elevated Toilet Seat with Legs
Contoured, soft foam arm rests designed to assist the user in sitting down or rising from the seat.
0811-25-566 Standard
0811-35-664 Bariatric

Sliding-Rotating Transfer Bench
Provides easier access for people who have difficulty getting in and out of the shower.
0816-09-916
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Dressing

Deluxe Heel Guide™ Compression Stocking Aid
Unique indented channel inside the cone acts as a heel guide and keeps the foot in perfect position while effortlessly pulling on the compression hose.
0811-09-461

Combination Button Aid/Zipper Pull
Double-duty dressing aid assists people with limited use of their fingers and hands.
0812-99-213

Ezy Sock Donners
The assistance you need in putting on socks, compression or regular stockings and pantyhose.
0810-07-863 The Single Ezy
0810-07-871 The Double Ezy

Ezy Sock Donners
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**Eating**

- **Scooper Bowl with Suction Cup Base**
  High, curved rim helps to get food on utensils and suction cup base prevents slipping
  0810-05-693

- **People Feeder**
  Suitable for feeding thick soups or pureed food to people in bed or to people who have limited oral-motor abilities.
  0812-03-298

- **Partitioned Scoop Dish with Lid**
  Stackable with clear plastic lids and high walls in each compartment to help push food onto forks and spoons.
  0812-87-267

**Drinking**

- **Redside Beverage Holder**
  Clamps onto any tubular bed frame, wheelchair frame, or other tubular frame.
  0811-21-730

- **Handy Cup**
  Two-handled transparent cup with extra wide base.
  0811-12-341

- **Nosey Cutout Glass**
  The cup is designed to allow the user to drink with little or no shoulder flexion, wrist extension or head/neck movement.
  0812-90-584

**Mobility**

- **Two Slot Cup/Mug Holder**
  Tough plastic holder with two slots to accommodate both one- or two-handled cups, bottles, cans and glasses.
  0810-03-474

- **Oxygen Tank Holder for Wheelchairs**
  Designed to position a 26” long tank off-center behind the wheelchair back.
  0814-08-202 For D and E Tanks
  0814-08-210 For M6 Tanks

- **Economy Walker Basket**
  Plastic-coated wire basket with heavy duty plastic tray.
  0814-08-160

**Personal Care**

- **Self-Wipe® Toilet Aid**
  Makes post-toilet cleaning possible for people with physical disabilities and mobility challenges.
  0811-24-189

- **Long-Handle Toenail Clippers**
  Long handle and pistol grip make clipping toenails possible with less bending.
  0810-07-517

- **Roll Easy™ Lotion Applicator**
  Rollers gently massage the body making the lotion applying experience more enjoyable.
  0811-09-453
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